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Abstract

Currently� a lot of interest is paid to multimedia tra�c in general and to video tra�c
in particular� Most of the studies deal with appropriate models for this complex type of
tra�c and use trace
driven simulations to assess the performance of high
speed networks
carrying this type of tra�c� In contrast� we develop two models of di�erent correlation
complexity and apply them in a discrete
time analysis of a bu�er with variable bit rate
�VBR� MPEG video tra�c input� The algorithms are easy to implement and provide
good cell loss estimates over a wide range of bu�er sizes�



� Introduction

In recent years� the modeling of VBR video tra�c attracted a lot of interest� A large

variety of models based on di	erent approaches can be found in the current teletra�c lit


erature� histogram models �e�g�� ����� Markovian models �e�g�� ���� autoregressive models

�e�g�� ���� TES models �e�g�� ����� and even self
similar models �e�g�� ����

In most cases� however� the papers focus on the modeling itself or on the application of the

models in simulations� Due to the complex correlation structure of video tra�c ���� there

is a lack of studies which analytically assess the performance of bu	ers with video input�

In ���� the authors determine Usage Parameter Control �UPC� parameters of MPEG

video streams based on a discrete
time analysis� Since only a part of the frame
by
frame

correlations of the video tra�c is covered by their model� the usage of the analysis is

limited to rather small systems�

In this paper� we present a discrete
time analysis of a bu	er with VBR MPEG video

tra�c input� To that extend� two video source models are developed� the basic model

re�ects the correlations within a Group of Pictures �GOP�� whereas the extended model

also includes GOP
by
GOP correlations� To keep the analysis numerically tractable� we

apply ideas from �uid �ow simulation in the development of both the system and the

video tra�c models�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � gives an outline of statistical properties of

MPEG video tra�c and introduces the basic video model� The system model is presented

in Section �� In Section �� the discrete
time analysis algorithm for the system with basic

video model input is developed� This approach is extended in Section � to a video model

including GOP
by
GOP correlations� The numerical results are presented in Section ��

� Basic MPEG video source model

Due to the high bandwidth needs of uncompressed video streams� several coding algo


rithms for the compression of video streams are in discussion� Since the MPEG �ISO 


Moving Picture Expert Group� suite of coding schemes �� �� �� is currently used in a large

variety of applications for the compression of video data� we will dedicate our interest to

the modeling of the frame size process at the output of a MPEG
� video coder�

A video sequence consists of a series of frames� each containing a two
dimensional array

of pixels� The number of frames per second as well as the number of lines per frame

and pixels per line depend on national standards� For each pixel� both luminance and

chrominance information is stored� The compression algorithm is used to reduce the data

rate before transmitting the video stream over communication networks�
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In MPEG coded streams� there are three types of frames� each using a slightly di	erent

coding scheme�

I�frames use only intra
frame coding� based on the discrete cosine transform and entropy

coding�

P�frames use a similar coding algorithm to I
frames� but with the addition of motion

compensation with respect to the previous I
 or P
frame�

B�frames are similar to P
frames� except that the motion compensation can be with

respect to the previous I
 or P
frame� the next I
 or P
frame� or an interpolation

between them�

Typically� I
frames require more bits than P
frames� B
frames have the lowest bandwidth

requirement� The di	erent ways in coding frames result in di	erent statistical properties

of each frame type�

After coding� the frames are arranged in a deterministic periodic sequence� e�g� �IBBPBB�

or �IBBPBBPBBPBB�� which we called GOP pattern throughout the rest of the paper�

These frames are then packetized into ATM cells�

As experimental video data� we use the Star Wars movie sequence ��� The sequence

consists of ������ frames� which corresponds to about � hours of movie� The GOP

pattern of this video is �IBBPBBPBBPBB�� The size of the decoded video frames is ���

x ��� Pixels�

Frame type Number Average Min Max CoV

cells� cells� cells�

all ������ ����� � ��	 ���


I ��
�� �
���� 	� ��	 ��		

P �	
	� ���
� � �
� ���	

B ������ ����
 � ��� ���


Table �� Statistical data of Star Wars sequence�

Table � shows some statistical data of the video stream assuming a payload of �� octets

per cell� CoV denotes the coe�cient of variation� In addition to the distributions of the

frame sizes� there are the following correlation properties of MPEG coded video streams

����

� Periodical dependences introduced by the coding algorithm due to the use of a

certain GOP pattern�
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� Strong positive correlations of the GOP size for the �rst tens of lags� where the

GOP size denotes the sum of frame sizes of a GOP�

� Long
range dependence� i�e�� the Hurst parameter of the GOP size sequence is larger

than ��� �

The GOP pattern plays the most important role concerning autocorrelation e	ects of an

MPEG video stream coded with di	erent frame types� because it �xes the periodic nature

of the stream� This unique property of MPEG coded videos prevents us from using video

models which are based on statistical data from video sequences which have only one

frame type or ignore the GOP structure�

Therefore� the idea behind our basic model is to describe the coder output process by a

cyclic array of frame size distributions of the speci�c GOP pattern of the considered video

sequence� From the Star Wars sequence� we therefore extract a sequence of �� di	erent

distributions� The only frame
by
frame correlation information which is used in the basic

model is the order of the frame size distributions �xed by the GOP pattern� In Section ��

we will extend this model to re�ect GOP
by
GOP correlations� The e	ects of long
range

dependence are not considered in this paper since our discrete
time approach is limited

to cover correlations over a �nite time range�

� System model

For our analysis� we consider a one
stage queuing system with a single video tra�c source�

The bu	er is of �nite length and the service time is constant� Figure � depicts the system

and provides the most important system parameters� For system analysis� we make the

D

video source bu�er

X B

output link

W

S

Figure �� Bu	er with a single video tra�c source

following assumptions� The time is discretized into frame durations D� i�e�� the reciprocal

of the frame rate r � ��s��� and synchronized to frame starts�

All data is discretized into ATM cells carrying �� octets of payload� i�e�� the frame sizes�
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the bu	er content� and the amount of data transmitted during a frame duration�

Cells of a single frame are regarded as a �uid according to the �uid simulation approach

��� Instead of individual cell arrivals we consider frame data as a �uid� which �ows into

the bu	er at a constant rate� There are two important bene�ts from the �uid approach� It

is conceptually simple and it leads to a reduced algorithmic complexity while the accuracy

of the results is comparable to cell
oriented approaches� This method is applicable if the

cell rate stays constant for a period of time which is considerably longer than the cell

inter
arrival times� In our paper� this is clearly the case since the rate stays constant for

one frame duration� Due to the constant inter
arrival time of the frames� this bit rate is

equal to frame size � frame rate� Loss probabilities can be calculated in terms of over�ow

volumes� In case of video tra�c� the �uid approach is also useful from practical view

point� In ���� the authors report that smoothing the data cells of a video source to a

constant cell rate during one frame duration outperforms all other cell emission schemes

in terms of multiplexer performance�

� Analysis without GOP correlations

First� we analyze the system with basic model input� The following notation is used to

characterize the system�

Xn � random variable for the number of cells in the nth frame�

B � random variable for the number of cells transmitted during one frame

duration D� in our case B is deterministic and we denote the constant

number of cells transmitted by b�

Wn � random variable for the number of cells waiting in the bu	er upon the

arrival of the nth frame�

S � bu	er size�

The random variables Xn� B� and Wn follow discrete distributions xn�k�� b�k� and wn�k��

where� for instance� x�i� � Pr
�
Xn � i

�
�

Due to our �uid
�ow assumption� we are able to simplify the computation of the distri


bution of the bu	er content wn�k� considerably as compared to standard un�nished work

approaches such as� e�g�� in ���� The system evolution is determined by the following

equation�

Wn�� � minfmaxfWn �Xn � b� �g� Sg � ���

At �rst glance� our approach looks like a typical batch arrival process with batch size

of Xn� In contrast to the original method� however� we already subtract the maximum

amount of data which can be transmitted during a frame duration b upon arrival of frame

�



n� This has to be done due to the �uid
�ow assumption and the discretization of the

system time into frame durations� After the arrival of one frame as a batch of cells�

we have to subsume in one equation the behavior of the modeled system until the next

frame arrival� i�e�� equally spaced cells entering a bu	er which is served at a constant rate�

Integrating both arrival and service process over D� and taking into account the content of

the bu	er before the frame arrival as well as the limited bu	er size leads to Equation ����

For illustration� Figure � shows a snapshot of the system evolution containing the three

possible cases� If the bu	er content plus the new video data minus the amount of data

which can be transmitted exceeds the bu	er size then cells are lost �left bar�� If more

data can be transmitted than the bu	er content plus arriving data then the bu	er runs

empty �center bar�� In all other cases the bu	er contains cells and there are no losses

during the frame duration �right bar��

Xn�� � b

t

bu	er empty

loss
W �t�

S

Xn � b

Wn Wn��

Figure �� Snapshot of the system evolution

Equation ��� leads to the following recursion for the distribution of the bu	er content�

wn���k� � �S � �� wn�k�� x�k�� ��k � b�� � ���

Here� � denotes the discrete convolution� �� and �S are sweep operators� and ��k � b� is

the shifted Kronecker delta� They are de�ned as follows�

� Discrete convolution�

c�k� � a�k�� b�k� �
�X

j���

a�k � j� � b�j�� ���

�



� Low sweep operator�

��a�i�� �

�����
����

� � i � ��
�P

j���

a�j� � i � ��

a�i� � i � ��

���

� High sweep operator�

�Sa�i�� �

�����
����

a�i� � i � S�
�P
j�S

a�j� � i � S�

� � i � S�

���

� Kronecker delta�

��i� �

�
� � i � ��

� � otherwise�
���

Figure � provides a pictorial description of Equation ���� In addition� Figure � shows a

diagram of the computation of the bu	er content distribution� This diagram constitutes

the basic building block of the algorithms presented in the following�

Assuming that the bu	er content distribution of the multiplexer converges to a steady

state� w�k� � limn��wn�k� is the solution of the �x
point equation

w�k� � �S � �� w�k�� c�k�� � ���

where

c�k� � x�k�� ��k � b�� ���

Equation ��� is the discrete
time analogue of the Lindley integral equation ofGI�GI���S

queuing systems �see ����

In the following� we extend this basic algorithm to cope with arrivals which do not follow a

single distribution but a cyclic sequence of distributions which re�ects the GOP pattern of

length N of MPEG video tra�c streams� A single step of the iterative system description

with the general distribution x�k� is now replaced by a sequence of N sub
steps with the

discrete distributions of the I
� P
� and B
frame sizes xj�k�� j � �� � � � � N � where the order

is determined by the GOP pattern of the empirical data set�

In case of stationarity� we obtain the following system of equations�

wj���k� � �S � �� wj�k�� cj�k�� j � �� � � � � N � �

w��k� � �S � �� wN���k�� cN �k�� � ���

�



�

��

�S

���k � b�

wn���k�

xn�k�

wn�k�

Figure �� Block scheme of the basic algorithm

where cj�k� � xj�k�� ��k � b��

We determine the solution of this �x
point problem iteratively by applying the scheme

shown in Figure �� The following steps constitute the algorithm�

�� Initialize w��k� with the distribution of an empty system�

i�e�� w���� � �����

�� Compute the system functions cj�k��

�� Apply convolution and sweep operators �� and �S�

�� Repeat this operation for each system function �in total N times��

�� If the convergence criterion is not met� go to Step ��
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�S��

x�k� ��k � b�

c �k�

w�k�

Figure �� Computation of the bu	er content distribution �fundamental algorithm�

. . .�S�� �S�� �S��

x��k� ��k � b�

c��k� c��k� cN �k�

w��k� w��k� wN�k�

��k � b� ��k � b�x��k� xN�k�

Figure �� Computation of the bu	er content distribution �basic model�

The bu	er content distributions wj�k� are now used to compute the cell loss probability

Ploss� Since we have to consider the whole GOP the loss probability is the average loss

during a GOP duration divided by the average GOP size

Ploss �
EL�

EY �
�

PN

j�� ELj�PN

j�� EXj�
� ����

where L �Lj� denotes the amount of cells lost during one GOP �frame� duration� and Y

�Xj� is the GOP �frame� size�

To determine the average amount ELj� of losses during a frame duration� we have to

consider all cases where

k � �S � i� � b i � �� � � � � S� ����

with k cells arriving at a bu	er that contains i cells� In other words� cells are lost if

k � �S � i� � b� �� � � � � xmax� ����

where xmax denotes the maximum frame size of all frames�

�



The average amount of losses is then computed by

ELj� �
SX
i��

wj�i� �

�
	xmax��S�i��bX

l��

xj ��S � i� � b � l� � l



� � ����

� Analysis with GOP�correlations

From the results of ���� we conclude that the basic model leads only to good cell loss pre


dictions if the multiplexer bu	ers are small� For larger bu	ers� models including GOP
by


GOP correlations are assumed to outperform models without GOP correlations� There


fore� we extend the model of Section � to include GOP
by
GOP correlations for a small

number of lags�

In addition to the notations introduced for the basic model� we use the following terms

for the extended model �

Xnj � random variable for the number of cells in the jth frame of the nth

GOP following the distribution xj�k� with j � �� � � � � N �

Yn�h � random variable for the class of GOP n � h� where GOP n is cur


rently being processed by the algorithm�

To determine the GOP class of a given GOP� we �rst have to compute the histogram of

the GOP sizes of the considered video sequence� Then� the GOP class is de�ned as the

sequence number of the GOP size histogram interval in which this particular GOP falls�

Hence� to obtainM GOP classes� a histogram withM intervals is used� GOP classes have

to be introduced instead of actual GOP sizes to keep the model numerically tractable�

For the extended model� we replace the frame sizes Xn by �h � ��
dimensional vectors

�Xn� Yn��� � � � � Yn�h�� where

x�k� t�� � � � � th� � Pr
�
X � k� Yn�� � t�� � � � � Yn�h � th

�
� ����

This means that the current frame size depends on the GOP sizes of one or more previous

GOPs� For illustration see Figure ��

To simplify the notation we de�ne t � �t�� � � � � th� to represent the currently considered

conditions� for instance� x�k� t�� � � � � th� � x�k� t��

The conditional frame size distributions x
�t�
j �k� are given by

x
�t�
j �k� �

xj�k� t�P
k xj�k� t�

� ����

Let N denote the GOP length� M the number of GOP classes� and q the probability of

the vector of conditions t� Hence� we obtain a new set of equations which determine the

�
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Xn� XnNXn� Yn�� � t� Yn�h � th

time

I P BBPIBPI

Figure �� Conditional frame size probabilities

evolution of the bu	er content�

w
�t�
j���k� � �S � ��

h
w
�t�
j �k�� x

�t�
j �k�� ��k � b�

i
�

w
�t�
� �k� �

X
t

q �w
�t�
N���k� ����

for j � �� � � � � N and t � f�� � � � �Mgh�

The system of equations can be solved by an iteration as depicted in Figure �� The

operator in the hexagon is introduced to improve the readability�

Starting with a common bu	er content distribution for all cases at the beginning of a

GOP� we have to compute the iterations for each set of conditions ti separately� Each

of these sequences of iterations forms a row of the computing scheme� At the end of the

GOP� all these distributions have to be aggregated to a single distribution by means of

the weights qi� For h � �� Figure � reduces to Figure ��

The cell loss probability has to be computed as a weighted sum of the loss probabilities

on each path of Figure ��

Ploss �
MhX
i��

qi � p
�ti�
loss ����

with �see Equation �����

p
�ti�
loss � ����

�

NX
j��

��
�

SX
k��

w
�ti�
j �k� �

�
	xmax��S�k��bX

l��

xj ��S � k� � b � l� � l
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�
�

NX
j��

EXj�
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Figure �� Computation of the bu	er content distribution �extended model�

	 Numerical results

In this section� we present cell loss results for both the basic model and the extended model

with h � �� �� �� The frame size distributions were derived from the Bellcore Star Wars

data set� i�e� N � ��� The number of GOP classes M is ��

Figure � shows the cell loss results for a bu	er size of ��� cells� The o	ered load � is

given by � � EX��b� where EX� denotes the average frame size of the whole sequence�

For bu	ers of this size and smaller� all model variants lead to approximately the same

good prediction of the cell losses of the trace
driven simulation� Therefore� it is su�cient

to use simple histogram
based models in the presence of bu	ers with a size in the order

of the average frame size�

The situation is di	erent for larger bu	ers� Here� as depicted in Figure � for a bu	er size
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Figure �� Cell loss curves for a bu	er size of ��� cells

of ���� cells� the modeling of the GOP
by
GOP correlation becomes important� This is

re�ected by the ranking of the model approximation quality� where the extended model

with h � � is several orders of magnitude better than the basic model�

In Figure ��� we set the o	ered load to � � ��� and compute the cell loss probabilities for

a wide range of bu	er sizes� Only the model with h � � leads to acceptable estimates of

the trace
based cell losses up to a bu	er size of about ��� cells� The predicted losses of

the other models are accurate up to a bu	er size of ��� cells and underestimate the losses

for larger bu	er sizes�


 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper� we presented a discrete
time analysis of a bu	er with VBR MPEG video

tra�c input� The developed video models consider the di	erent frame size distributions�

the cyclic GOP pattern� and the GOP
by
GOP correlation for a small number of lags� We

provided versions of the analysis algorithm for both a basic video model without GOP


by
GOP correlations and an extended video model with GOP
by
GOP correlations�

The cell loss results indicate that up to a bu	er size in the order of the average frame

size it is su�cient to use the basic video tra�c model which only re�ects the cyclic GOP

pattern� For larger bu	ers� GOP
by
GOP correlations also have to be taken into account�

For instance� if the GOP
by
GOP correlation over three GOPs is considered the extended

model estimates are accurate up to a bu	er size of ��� cells compared to ��� cells for the
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Figure �� Cell loss curves for a bu	er size of ���� cells

basic model�

The implementation of the algorithm is simple but there are a number of limitations

with respect to memory consumption and running time� Generally� the iteration takes

longer to converge if the bu	er size is increased or the o	ered load decreased� In addition�

for the extended model the time to converge is considerably longer than for the basic

model� Another di�culty that arises for the extended model is the memory requirements

to store the conditional frame sizes� Even if we apply sophisticated storage techniques the

correlation order which can be used for experiments is clearly limited since the number

of probabilities grows exponentially with the size of GOP correlation interval�

To sum up� the paper shows that it is feasible to carry out an analytical performance

evaluation of a bu	er with MPEG video input if the system memory� or� in other words�

the time range of the considered video tra�c correlations does not become too large�

Currently� an extension of the algorithms to a superposition of video input sources is

under development�
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